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       Using Computer Adaptive Testing to         
       raise Standardized Testing Scores    
       above the National Mean Average in    
       three Nursing Courses:  
       Pharmacology, Psych, Med-Surg. 
 
Computerized Adaptive Testing  
was piloted in the Summer, 2011 
  This presentation is about using Computer 
Adaptive Testing to increase Standardized 
Testing Scores above the National Group 
Mean at the end of each course:                     
 NUR 220: Pharmacology 
 NUR 316: Nursing Care of the Client with 
Mental Illness 
 NUR 317 & NUR 326 Nursing Care of the 
Adult (I & II) 
      Testing is a means to implement                          
      & evaluate student learning  
           Ideally, testing provides immediate               
       feedback & guides remediation efforts  
       so learning is specific. 
 
           Computer Adaptive Testing does this!   
 
           The program continuously adapts each      
       successive test item to the last result so     
       that remediation is ongoing. 
Computer Adaptive Testing  
vs.  
Traditional Testing  
          Computer Adaptive Testing "adapts"     
    by selecting the next item for the student  
    on the basis of performance for preceding   
    items. 
 
          The computer program provides a    
    50% probability of getting the next item  
    correct based on the preceding item.  
Computer Adaptive Testing – Prep U  
provides eight (8) student achievement 
levels permitting immediate assessment 
Prep-U provides the exact page for the 
student to use when they do not 
comprehend the material in the textbook 
 
Prep-U provides faculty with each student’s 
use & achievement level providing for 
focused help 
NUR 220 Pharmacology: 















Level 3  
(76.7%-100%)  
 0% - 0 60.9% 62.7% 51% 
Level 2  
(63.3% - 75%) 
11.8% - 2 
Level 1  
(50%-61.7%) 
52.9% - 9 
< level 1 
(<50%) 
35.5% - 6 























Level 3  
(81.7%-100%)  
 
12.5% - 3 60.7% 61.8% 68% 
Level 2  
(63.3% - 80%) 
 
54.2% - 13 
Level 1  
(50%-61.7%) 
 
29.2% - 7 




NUR 316 Nursing Care of the Client with 


















Level 3  
(85%-100%)  
4.2%-1 71% 70.6% 68.7% 
Level 2  
(70% - 83.3%) 
37.5%-9 
Level 1  
(61.7%-68.3%) 
45.8%-11 
< level 1 
(<61.7%) 
12.5%-3 
NUR 316 Nursing Care of the Client 
















Level 3  
(78.3%-100%)  
16% - 4  66.4% 66.1% 69.7% 
Level 2  
(65% - 76.7%) 
64% - 16 
Level 1  
(51.7%-63.3%) 
20% - 5  
< level 1 
(<51.7%) 
0 
NUR 317 & NUR 326 Nursing Care of 


















Level 3  
(73.3%-100%)  
12.5% - 3 61.8% 61.9% 62.6% 
Level 2  
(64.4% - 72.2%) 
27.5% - 11 
Level 1  
(54.4%-63.3%) 
47.5% - 19 
< level 1 
(<54.4%) 
12.5% - 5 
NUR 317 & NUR 326 Nursing Care of 
















Level 3  
(73.3%-100%)  
50% - 10 64.9% 65.7% 71.9% 
Level 2  
(64.4% - 72.2%) 
35% - 7 
Level 1  
(55.6%-63.3%) 
15% - 3 
< level 1 
(<55.6%) 
0 
